
Week 2, 6/23-6/27 Erika Roedl

This week the valuable lesson of asking oneself if the data or results made sense was learned the hard 
way. A critical 'bug' in code that involved what order it took in information from the user was sorted 
out, and fortunately, with the experience of this past week, progress was not completely halted. 

This week, the simulated g(r)s were examined, and Voronoi analysis was done on the liquids. The top 
Voronoi indices were also analyzed qualitatively for trends across the temperature range.

Figure 1: g(r) corresponding to Ni-Ni. The quality is expected not only because of the low percent 
composition of nickel in the sample, but also because nickel is significantly smaller than Zirconium, 
and so the diffraction data should be less precise.

Figure 2: g(r) corresponding to Ni-Zr.



Figure 3: g(r) corresponding to Zr-Zr.

Figure 4: Zoom-in on the top of the first peak in Figure 3. Here it is shown how peak height behaves as 
a function of temperature. 

The Voronoi analysis produced the expected highest indices, <0 3 6 4>, <0 1 10 2>, and <0 2 8 4>, 
which according to Intermetallics by Fukunaga, is expected to be high in count between Zr-Zr atoms. 
Since This composition, Ni24Zr76, has a higher percent composition of Zirconium, this appears 
correct. 



Figure 5: The top index counts are shown as they change with temperature.

Figure 6: These indices had a common trend of spiking at 1200C or maintaining the same count as it 
held at 1000C.



Figure 7: One final interesting trend that was investigated were the groups of indices above. 

In Figures 5, 6, and 7, a downward trend of counts can be seen with an increase in temperature. This 
trend is most obvious in Figure 7. 

Next week the glass data will be analyzed similarly, and hopefully in addition to Voronoi analysis, 
Honeycutt-Anderson analysis will be used to study the atomic structure of the liquids and glasses more 
effectively.


